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Are you you looking for a way to have more free time, while making even more money? If so you

are at the right place! I have been working online for the past 5 years and  not only I have hired

freelancers, but I have also been working as a freelancer . Having Experience being on both sides

of the fence, you can see a lot of insider information, how to get any job done on  Fiverr  and 

Elance. Also in this book I will be sharing with you a list of contractors from these two websites that I

(or friends of mine) have worked with and we know that they provide great service. The list includes

over 75 contractors, so it is a great place to start when searching to outsource a task.  In This Book

You Will also Learn: * What is Outsourcing and how it works* What you can and should outsource*

Where to find excellent freelancers * How to deal with freelancers* How to get the best out of Fiverr*

How to successfully use Elance to achieve your goals* How to Hire a virtual assistant* How to avoid

outsourcing nightmares* How to make sure you always win from your outsourcing projects by

keeping an eye on your ROI* 2 BONUS Ebooks - 69 Ways to Make Money from Home + Bitcoins

Beginner's Guide Why This Book? This is book is not a promise for a 4 hour work week. It is an

opportunity to build a network of freelancers and grow your business and free up more time for

yourself and your family, while making even more money, if this is your goal, then  this book is for

you .
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Years ago, when I was making a lot online, I had an entire team of overseas outsourcers working for

me. I have also worked as a freelancer, or outsourcer, over the years in different capacities. There

are many challenges with both hiring outsourcers and being a freelancer that this author does a

great job of addressing in his book. The types of tasks that are ideal for outsourcing are important to

identify as is having a good source and organization set up to manage your business. The chapter

on avoiding outsourcing nightmares is probably one of the most valuable here - as is the bonus

material.

An absolute must read for any aspiring or existing entrepreneur whom may be looking to take

advantage of the numerous significant benefits that outsourcing online now offers. The book is filled

with practical & applicable advice with a realistic perspective; no unattainable fantasies are taking

up room in this book through filler or 'fluff', and the author gets right down to business from the very

first page, keeping up great momentum until the very end. I'll definitely be incorporating what I have

learned into my own personal business mantra.

George Ilian is back with another fantastic book, this time about how to outsource your work online

to save yourself time and money. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Ultimate Beginners Guide to

OutsourcingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• will help you learn how to delegate work to virtual assistants and other

freelancers, so you can focus on the projects that either really matter or you really enjoy. The gig

economy has made huge differences in how people can outsource their work, and Ilian outlines

brilliant strategies to best take advantage of the new landscape of outsourcing.

YouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll learn what the return on investment can be for outsourcing certain jobs, and

youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll find out the pros and cons of using sites like fiverr, eLance, and others.

YouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll learn the 25 important tasks that you should outsource, as well as the best

places to look for people to do those tasks. If you own your own business, this book is an essential

read!



This is another fantastic guide to up your self-employed business game. I actually never gave much

thought to outsourcing before stumbling upon Mr. Ilian's series of books, but dang, I was missing a

WHOLE WORLD of possibilities by putting off outsourcing. After reading this guide, I've learned one

of the most important things outsourcing can do: Increase efficiency. It may seem like a simple

concept, but there are multiple paths that you can take, some not being so good. This book

provided a wealth of information for the right path: best places to higher, the tasks that should be

outsourced, how to post jobs, and ROI calculations. Fantastic book. Highly recommend.

I want to earn money through the on line job. So, When I find a practical book,I received this book

by chance.Actually,This helpful guide was a real dream come true.The author easily answered all

my questions I had and gave me some great advice about expanding my business.As well as,This

is one of the most educative book that I have ever read as an online fiverr. This is a super

interesting concept and a great way to earn money online while doing next to nothing. This is a

great guide to outsourcing. It contains many useful pieces of advise that I can now easily put into

action.WOW, very important book. Easy to understand everyone.Finally, I like to suggest this book

to online workers.I highly recommended.

I didn't know how to start outsourcing until reading this book. The author made the process a

no-brainer. Such great information can be difficult to find but George fills the book admirably with full

details on how to proceed. My tasks are suddenly easier. A great book for people who need help

but don't know where to turn. A quick read with step by step instructions. Great book!

I have been thinking about outsourcing some work for my business for a while but was not sure

where to start. This book has been brilliant, it gives you the pros and cons of outsourcing for those

who are not sure if it is the right thing for them. There is also a section regarding where to source

outsourcing work, tips for building a group of people you can outsource to on a regular basis and

what you should and should not outsource. If you like the sound of outsourcing, have had trouble

finding good outsource work or if you just want to see if outsourcing work is rightÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹

for your business then this book is for you.

Wonderful Seller; Will order from again :0)
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